Q: What is an implant care protocol?
A: A protocol is a set of guidelines, a system or a set of procedures designed to assist clinicians in dental procedures. Specifically, this protocol will provide evidence-based rationale and recommendations to approach dental implant care. Implacare™ scalers and Colorvue probes are the clinician's answer to maintaining dental implants for long term success. A study published in Volume II, Number 1, 1996 of The International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Implants compared the effects of various implant scalers on titanium abutments. Research has shown that scaling with Implacare causes the least alteration to implant surfaces. If an implant surface is altered, this makes it more susceptible to plaque and bacteria buildup (versus a smooth surface). Research has demonstrated an increased relationship between surface and peri-implant environmental alterations and the development of peri-implant mucositis and peri-implantitis.² Hu-Friedy is committed to providing safe and efficacious products for the long term oral health of dental implants for patients who have invested in their oral health and smile.

Q: What are the differences in implant maintenance materials (resin, titanium, etc)?
A: Currently, plastic and titanium instruments dominate the implant maintenance market. Power driven choices are also available:

- Plastic (resin) dental implant instruments include any of the following: unfilled resin (e.g: Implacare) or filled resin scalers. They may be available as replaceable tip designs (e.g: Implacare) or a one-piece solid construction. Unfilled resin does not have any fillers for reinforcement of shape or stiffness. Filled resin uses fillers—such as silica, graphite, glass—for shape reinforcement and stiffness.

- Titanium instruments use a titanium alloy and perform similarly to stainless steel instruments.²

- In the power driven selections, there are graphite piezo scaling tips and magneto resin implant sheathed power scalers.

Q: Do dental implants accumulate plaque? Calculus?
A: Yes, any natural and prosthetic structures in the mouth can be a reservoir for plaque and calculus. This includes dental implants and associated prosthetic structures.³

Q: Do clinicians need to scale dental implants?
A: Debridement of dental plaque and calculus is part of the implant care appointment. Research supports the complete deposit removal of all dentition—natural and implants.³ Non-metal and unfilled instruments have been proven to produce the least amount of surface alteration.³ The use of Implacare scalers is a safe and effective choice for the debridement of dental implants. Based on the patient's needs, selective polishing may be executed with non-abrasive pastes.²

Q: Do clinicians need to probe dental implants? Is it safe?
A: Under appropriate clinical conditions, research supports the use of gentle, yet thorough probing with implants, while being careful not to interrupt the biological seal.³ Use of non-metal assessment instruments, such as Colorvue probes, is advantageous to reduce alterations to the abutment environment.

Q: What areas are clinicians probing during assessment?
A: Clinicians are assessing the peri-implant crevice, which is comparable to the sulcus or pocket of a natural tooth. The clinician must have a gentle touch, being careful not to alter the biological seal. Attached and keratinized tissue health is also evaluated for presence and health.³,⁶

One-stage dental implants should have stable, healed tissue prior to probing. Ultimately dental hygienists will probe once the final restoration is seated. If gingival surgery was performed in conjunction with the seating of the final restoration, then probing should be delayed until tissue is completely healed (approximately 6 weeks).⁷

Q: What areas are clinicians scaling during implant debridement?
A: Clinicians are scaling surfaces that can accumulate deposits and harbor bacteria. This includes the peri-implant space above and below the gumline. The clinician must have a gentle touch, being careful not to interrupt the biological seal.³ The dental hygienist should scale with short working strokes and light pressure to prevent trauma to the delicate peri-implant sulcus. Upon insertion of the instrument, the blade should be closed against the abutment and then opened past the deposit. The deposit should be engaged apically with the stroke extending coronally. A horizontal, oblique, vertical or semi-circular stroke should be used, depending on the location of the deposit.⁸
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Q: What happens during the debridement maintenance appointment?
A: The debridement appointment will include: review of health history, intraoral assessment and examination, radiographs (when indicated), debridement of soft and hard deposits, selective polishing, flossing, and sodium fluoride treatments if teeth are present when indicated.3,5,8

• Prosthetic assessment
• Osseous assessment
• Mobility of the implant or prosthetic components
• Probing
• Assessment of peri-implant and gingival tissues
• Radiographic evaluation of implant and prosthetic structures
• Presence of exudate/suppuration
• Oral hygiene evaluation (presence of plaque and calculus)9

Q: Are certain instruments needed for different implant styles?
A: Instruments should be chosen based on the best design features to access the implant abutment and prosthetic components. Your choice should focus on the patients’ needs, biotype of tissue (thick or thin tissue), implant location, prosthesis characteristics and needs to achieve desirable clinical outcomes. For instance, if a longer Shank is needed to debride a posterior implant and crown, the Implantcare 4R/4L would be an appropriate choice.

Q: Do dental implants get infected?
A: Yes, bacteria can collect on implant surfaces, and this can lead to peri-implant mucositis and/or peri-implantitis. Peri-implant mucositis is a reversible inflammatory reaction within the soft tissues that surround a dental implant, but with no bone loss. Peri-implantitis is an inflammatory condition around dental implants often associated with the loss of surrounding bone. Implants can be considered to be ailing or failing. Ailing implants refer to those that exhibit bone loss with pocketing. This pocketing is historically stable upon assessment at maintenance appointments, and does not progress. Failing implants refer to those that exhibit bone loss with unstable pocketing. This condition is associated with continuing changes in bone architecture, purulence, and bleeding on probing.3,10-12

Q: How would a scaler that will not scratch or alter margins of complex restorations affect your clinical outcomes?
A: Because Implantcare does not contain fillers or metal, it will not chip or leave any residue on delicate ceramic or porcelain restorations.

Q: Do you have any patients (with natural dentition) sensitive to scaling?
A: Implantcare, Hu-Friedy’s Implant scaler, is made of unfilled resin. Patients who are sensitive to metallic scalers can be scaled with Implantcare to achieve optimal results while experiencing comfort throughout the experience.

Q: What instruments are you using with your patients with cosmetic/restorative needs (veneers, crowns)?
A: Implantcare and Colorvue are a safe and effective choice for patients with dental implants as well as cosmetic and esthetic restorations. Protect your patient’s oral health investment and choose instruments which will reduce alterations to dental implants and aesthetic restorations.
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